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ANDREW STAWICKI/TORONTO STAR
Some academics are proposing that calculus be
subtracted from high school.
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Subtract
calculus from
high school?
Course gets short
shrift, academics say
One solution: Teach it
in university

Feb. 1, 2006. 01:00 AM

TESS KALINOWSKI

EDUCATION REPORTER

It's a subject that strikes
fear in the hearts of some
students and evokes
shudders among their
parents who remember
taking it in Grade 13.

Now Ontario is deciding
where calculus fits in the
packed four-year high
school curriculum or whether it should be sacrificed in favour of more
algebra, geometry and trigonometry.

Under the old curriculum, calculus, a branch of mathematics concerned
with measuring and relating rates of change, was a standalone Grade 13
course. Now it comprises a third to a half of the standard Grade 12 math
course taken by about 30 per cent of graduating high school students.

That's led to complaints from some university professors that their first-
year students simply haven't had enough math to tackle post-secondary
calculus.

Last fall Ontario's curriculum review committee of academics and
education ministry staff floated one possibility: Take calculus out of Grade
12 and leave it for the universities to teach.

It's a solution that would have many teens sighing with relief. But in
academic circles, there's been some fierce opposition.

University of Waterloo president David Johnston sent the government a
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letter warning that Ontario risks becoming a "second tier" province if it
eliminates high school calculus.

Gordon Nicholls, former managing director of the Centre for Education in
Mathematics and Computing at Waterloo, has collected nearly 300
petition signatures from teachers, professors and the technology industry
decrying such a move.

"The kids that need calculus are the ones who are aiming to go to
university in certain programs in hard science. These are the areas on
which our high-tech economy depends very strongly," Nicholls said.

While calculus is a prerequisite for virtually all physics, engineering,
architecture and commerce programs, it's essential for other fields too,
said Queen's University math professor Peter Taylor. Biology students
studying epidemics, for example, would use it to figure out rates of
disease transmission.

Taylor is part of a Council of Ontario Universities task force suggesting
the province handle calculus in the same way as Alberta: Students
planning to take university sciences would take a fifth high school math
course.

If calculus is reinstated as a standalone course it could replace an elite
math course that is already on the books but is undersubscribed, says
the Toronto District School Board's math co-ordinator, Stewart Craven.
Strong students fear the challenging geometry and discrete mathematics
course could bring down their averages and the resulting low enrolment
means many schools don't offer it.

The standard Grade 12 course that contains calculus is a "whetting of the
whistle" for high school students and it's not necessarily a bad approach,
says Craven. "High school is that opportunity to get a variety of flavours.
If everything is focused on a single calculus course at the end then kids
are not having the opportunity to experience very important areas of
mathematics like vector geometry," he said.

It's only recently that math has been seen as a more creative field and
some teachers have "a singular vision of what mathematics is and what's
important mathematics," he said.

Despite anxiety among students already trying to choose next year's
courses, Education Minister Gerard Kennedy said it will be another week
before he takes the advice of a curriculum council and announces
whether the course offerings will change in September or the review will
be extended another year.

Although calculus supporters have been the most vocal in the debate,
there are other opinions, he said. "We're refereeing a discussion between
different math teachers and different university faculties and it's been
joined by some folks in industry. I think it's quite exciting."

But there's virtually no chance that the reputation of calculus as the
toughest high school course will change soon, says Alex Tassone, 17. The
Northern Secondary School student is one of about 200 a year who pay
$850 to complete Grade 12 math at the private Blyth Academy's evening
and summer courses.

Tassone doesn't think calculus should be eliminated but she thinks its
importance is exaggerated. Most of her friends take the third Grade 12
math option, a data management course that can also be used as
prerequisite for some university social sciences programs. It's the only
math course that requires students pose a question, collect data and



analyze their research.

"This is where we've re-engaged so many kids into mathematics," said
Craven.
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